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The basics of technique
in clay shooting are the
same as game shooting

Malcolm Plant suggests a French lesson as the season draws to a close

Good game,
good game ...
PAUL QUAGLIANA

“O

h no,” I hear in
conversation, “I’m
not very keen on clay
shooting. It’s nothing like
game shooting or pigeon shooting for crop
protection.”
If you ask a good coach, they’ll tell you
there is very little difference. All the basics
of technique are the same. Everything is just
a moving target, in the sky or, indeed, along
the ground — if you are bopping rabbits for
supper, before they eat your porridge oats.
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The people in the aforementioned
conversation were probably talking about
the clay club activities of Trap and Skeet
shooting, well established since the 1950s
and Olympic disciplines.
Trap shooting, such as Down the Line,
is all about going-away targets, and I can
understand why shooters might not see
much of a link with game shooting. But
you can learn a lot about the accuracy
and reproducibility of your gun mount by
shooting going-away targets.

Going-away clays were first used for
practice in the art of walked-up game
shooting, where dogs would work in front
of a line of walking Guns to flush the game
birds out to the front of the Gun line. And
believe me, a good approach to your balance
and stance, with a reliable gun-mount, is
critical for success.
Skeet clays are basically crossing targets,
and ideal for developing a consistent
approach to pulling ahead of the target and
applying that all-important lead in front,
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and the equally important instinctive
trigger timing.
These clay club evenings or Sundays
are how many of us encountered shotgun
shooting for the first time — and they are
good fun.

Sporting clays
Across Europe and the USA, Trap and Skeet
remained the most popular clay disciplines
until relatively recently. But what about
really good clay shooting fun, with targets
that are like shooting in the hunting field?
Yes, Sporting.
It was the British who started to develop
what came to be known as English Sporting
in the years after World War II. There were
national competitions in Sporting clays
in the UK back in the 1930s, but only with
about 20 or 30 competitors.
By the 1970s there were clay clubs all over
the UK that only shot Sporting clays, with
teams of “trappers” operating manual traps,
for competitions of 50 or 100 “birds”.
The Eley Cartridge Company had, in
fact, been selling manual clay traps since

English Sporting aims to replicate game shooting more closely than Trap or Skeet
about 1900, to encourage clay shooting and
cartridge sales. Automatic clay traps now
enable national and international English
Sporting competitions to be run around
the world.
Typically the targets will be the full range
of high pheasant, crossing partridge,
springing teal, bolting rabbit, driven grouse,
settling duck and incoming pigeon in all
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combinations, with clays in a variety of sizes
and colours.
Usually a 100-target competition would
have 10 stands with five pairs of clays on
each stand. But creative course-setters might
offer 14 stands with, say, six or eight pairs
and possibly a single, really challenging,
target with “full use of the gun” — in other
words, give it both barrels if it needs it.
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Sporting with
a Gallic twist

PAUL QUAGLIANA
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In England, the Clay Pigeon Shooting
Association looks after the rules and scoring
systems for English Sporting. Not to be
outdone, our French cousins developed a
Sporting clay discipline in France, which has
also become internationally popular. And
great entertainment it is, too.
The organisation that developed
the discipline is called the Federation
Internationale de Tir aux Armes Sportive de
Chasse (FITASC), which loosely translates as
International Federation of Shooting with
Hunting Arms. I originally had a go at FITASC
Sporting in the mid-1970s at a shooting
ground called Le Rabot near Orleans on the
river Loire in France. It was very convivial and
challenging, plus it had a very good BBQ.
The clay ground is still going strong, which is
not surprising as it’s on the edge of a historic
hunting area called the Sologne.
So what is different about this Gallic
discipline? Well, it is as close to wild game
shooting as you get without feathers and fur.
Just like the real thing, you only see similartype targets once or twice during a round of

Tracing flightlines is against the rules
25 clays. In comparision, in English Sporting
you might get six, eight or 10 targets with
the same presentations as you visit each
shooting stand. Also, the Gallic discipline has
to be shot “gun down”, with the gun starting
out of your shoulder, just like game shooting.

The parcours
The traditional way of running a competition
involves six shooters being escorted by a
referee/scorer to a layout or parcours they
have never seen before. Around the shooting
area, which may be woodland, a hillside,
open grassland or all three, there are five
automatic clay traps that may or may not

be visible. Scattered around the shooting
area are three shooting stands, marked by a
metre circular hoop or square. The direction
of fire from the shooting stands may be in
any direction, so you can see that safety
in setting up is paramount as is the safety
etiquette of the shooters, because there
are no shooting cages; just like the gameshooting field.
The referee takes the team of six to the
first stand and shows them a target from
each trap. The approximate placement of
each trap is shown by a large indicator letter
A, B, C, D and E in that order, with A being the
first trap on the left of stand one and going
in a clockwise direction. This trap labelling
process has subsequently been used in two
mini-offspring disciplines of this type of
Sporting shooting — Sportrap and Compak
Sporting, which have gained popularity as
quicker and more economical forms to run.
Back at stand one, the “menu” list in front
of the stand reads:
• Singles — E D B C
• Doubles — B on report E C/D simultaneous
Shooter one tackles the singles, with full
use of the gun, and is scored hit or miss on
each target, followed by shooter two and
three, and so on.

“FITASC is as close to wild
game shooting as you get
without feathers and fur”

FITASC Sporting is a sociable discipline

Other sins

Participants take it in
turns to shoot first at
the different stands

When that is completed, the referee calls
“doubles”, and shooter two goes first to
tackle those challenges, followed by shooters
three, four, five, six and one.
One of the key things to do while you are
watching the singles being shot is to work
out how you will shoot the doubles — where
can I see the targets, where will I start my
gun swing, and on the simultaneous pair,
which one to shoot first?

You only get one bash

In FITASC Sporting,
the gun must be below
the armpit before
calling for a clay
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Off to the second stand where the referee
shows everyone the targets, again in
alphabetical order. A new menu is shown on
this stand, for singles and doubles.
A third type of double might
be there (or anywhere) — the
“following pair”, with two
targets off the same trap, one
after another, as fast as the trap
will re-cock.
At this stand, shooter
three tackles the singles
first, and then shooter four
tries the doubles. Thus,
The referee directs
and watches over
proceedings

after all three stands have been completed,
each shooter has had to go first once.

The referee and faux pas
to be avoided
Gun down position is a key difference
between FITASC and other Sporting
disciplines. In FITASC, the gun hold position
in relation to the shooter’s body, when
calling for the target, is out of the shoulder.
The referee can rule on this because the
shooter has a tape on their shooting vest,
which is 25cm below the shoulder. The comb
or top of the stock must be below this tape,
with the stock touching the body — it must
stay there until the shooter can see the
target, not when the clay trap is heard
to fire. Good refereess check the gun
down and then watch the muzzles of
the gun to spot an early move.
If the shooter breaks the gun down
rule, they get a warning marked on
their card. If they do it again on this
parcours of 25 clays, they lose the next
clay they hit. Therefore, if they do
actually miss the next clay, the
referee waits for
the next hit to
deduct it.
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Do not shoot at “no target” or broken clays
called by the referee; it is deemed bad
practice. Don’t practise gun swings or use
any pretence of shooting, like tracing a
flightline with your hand. This isn’t done
in the game-shooting field. I don’t think
referees are tough enough on this rule. The
shooter should wait with the gun safely
open, step into the stand, load the gun and
shoot the targets; they shouldn’t be throwing
their arms around like Darcey Bussell.
So there we have it; the closest you can get
to game shooting with a variety of different
clay targets in batches of 25, with a group
of fellow shooters moving around the three
stands. A round takes about 45 minutes, the
challenge is considerable, the conversation
often electric and the enjoyment great. Give
it a try — anything over 20 hits from 25 is not
bad shooting on a well-set course.
Alors, well done to the French. Thanks also
for the garlic bread.
Dr Malcolm Plant is chairman
of the Institute of Clay Shooting
Instructors and a Clay Pigeon
Shooting Association senior coach.
The Institute of Clay Shooting Instructors
was formed in the 1980s to provide
qualified coaches with opportunities for
further professional development, by the
provision of seminars, workshops, practical
activities and educational visits. ICSI
coaches can be found at www.ICSI.org.uk
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